Email basics
Email address  \texttt{username@machine}
What email is... how it works... privacy? Use envelope props.
Sending / reading email
Web-based email - it’s with you “everywhere”
\hspace{10pt} Hotmail (Microsoft), College Club
\hspace{10pt} We will use Yahoo Mail [optional if already have email account]

Show step to sign-up for a new account
Demo signing in and reading (receiving) and composing (sending) email

“Class exercise”
1. Sign up for Yahoo Mail
2. Exchange email address with someone in class.
3. Send/ read email to/from them.
4. remember to “sign off” yahoo mail
5. remember to log-off your computer when done

HW Assignment
Send me email ( \texttt{cs1ltest@yahoo.com} )
Tell me: your name, your email address,
Who you exchanged email with.